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Abstract. This work proposes a new way for providing feedback to
expressivity in music performance. Starting from studies on the expres-
sivity of music performance we developed a system in which a visual
feedback is given to the user using a graphical representation of a human
face. The first part of the system, previously developed by researchers at
KTH Stockholm and at the University of Uppsala, allows the real-time
extraction and analysis of acoustic cues from the music performance.
Cues extracted are: sound level, tempo, articulation, attack time, and
spectrum energy. From these cues the system provides an high level in-
terpretation of the emotional intention of the performer which will be
classified into one basic emotion, such as happiness, sadness, or anger.
We have implemented an interface between that system and the embod-
ied conversational agent Greta, developed at the University of Rome “La
Sapienza” and “University of Paris 8”. We model expressivity of the fa-
cial animation of the agent with a set of six dimensions that characterize
the manner of behavior execution. In this paper we will first describe a
mapping between the acoustic cues and the expressivity dimensions of
the face. Then we will show how to determine the facial expression corre-
sponding to the emotional intention resulting from the acoustic analysis,
using music sound level and tempo characteristics to control the intensity
and the temporal variation of muscular activation.

1 Introduction

Listening to music is an everyday experience. But why do we do it? For example
one could do it for tuning one own mood. In fact research results show that
not only we are able to recognize different emotional intentions used by musi-
cians or speakers [1] but also we feel these emotions. It has been demonstrated
by psychophysical experiments that people listening to music evoking emotions
experience a change in biophysical cues (such as blood pressure, etc.) that corre-
spond to the feeling of that specific emotion and not only to the recognition [2].

What happens when it is a computer listening to the music? In HCI appli-
cations affective communication plays an increasingly important role [3, 4]. It
would be helpful if agents could express what they perceive and communicate it
to the human operator.
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Animated agents are a new paradigm for human-machine interfaces. They
are entities with a human-like appearance capable of taking part in dialogs with
users. They communicate complex information through several modalities: voice,
intonation, gaze, gesture, facial expressions, etc. They are used in a variety of
applications for their ability to convey complex information in a quite human-like
manner, that is through verbal and nonverbal communication [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11].

We present a real-time application of an expressive virtual agent’s face dis-
playing emotional behaviors in relation with expressive music. As the quality of
the music changes, the associated facial expressions varies. Emotions are mainly
displayed on the face through facial expressions, but another important factor of
the communication is how an expression is executed. Indeed a facial expression
is defined by the signals (e.g., raised eyebrows and head nod) that composed it
as well as their evolution through time.

In a previous research [12], we have developed a computational model of
gesture expressivity. Six dimensions have been defined and implemented. In this
paper we extend this work to the face. That is we provide a model to modulate
facial animation based on expressivity qualifiers.

In the next section we will present other systems in which visual feedback
of music performance is given through the animation of an virtual agent. Then
we will describe the CUEX system and the set of acoustic tone parameters that
are extracted from an expressive music performance. In the following, these tone
parameters are called acoustic cues. We will then turn our attention toward the
Greta virtual agent system. Section 4 describes the animation system while Sec-
tion 4.1 presents the six dimension of expressivity we consider. Next, in Section
we will expose our real-time application and we will provide information on the
mapping between acoustic and animation parameters. Finally we will conclude
the paper.

2 State of the Art

During the last 15 years, Japanese researchers have devoted great effort in the
so called KANSEI information processing [13]. This has been suggested as a new
kind of information technology to be investigated in parallel to the information
processing of physical signals (e.g. audio signals) and of symbolic descriptions
(e.g. text or music scores). Today, KANSEI information processing is applied
to emotional and human communication including visual art, design and music,
and it is also know as Affective Computing [14]. In more recent years research
in the field of multimodal communication has shown a growing interest. In par-
ticular, in the field of music performance, it has been developed applications
in which avatars can play instruments [15], dancers can establish a multimodal
communication with robots [16] and embodied conversational agents interact
with the user for example in a virtual theater [11]. More recently, Taylor and
co-workers [17] designed an application in which acoustic cues (such as pitch,
sound level, vocal timbre, and chord information) are used for driving the behav-
ior of a synthetic virtual character. For example, this synthetic character could
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turn his head towards the sound source more or less rapidly depending on the
characteristic of the timbre. This application is similar to that proposed in this
paper, in which more than one acoustic cue is mapped into the behavior of an
expressive animated human-like character.

3 From Acoustic Cues to Emotions

CUEX (CUe EXtraction) is a system developed at KTH and Uppsala University
for extracting acoustic cues from an expressive music performance [18] [19]. These
cues can be mapped into a 2-dimensional space that represents the expressivity
of the performance. For example the 2-dimensional space can be the pleasure-
displeasure and degree of arousal space proposed by Russell [20].

Acoustic cues that can be extracted by CUEX are articulation (legato or
staccato), local tempo (number of events in a given time window), sound level,
spectrum energy, and attack time. Research in music performance has shown
that musicians use acoustic cues in a particular way and combination in order
to communicate emotions when playing [21] [22]. Particular combinations and
relative values of the cues correspond to specific emotions. In 1 we present the
use of acoustic cues by musicians when performing for communicating happiness,
anger, or sadness as reported by Juslin [22].

In the system used in the present work, acoustic cues are mapped to an
“emotional space” using a fuzzy logic approach [23]. For example, if a piece of
music is played with legato articulation, soft sound level, and slow tempo it will

Table 1. Musicians’ use of acoustic cues when communicating emotion in music per-
formance (from [22])

Emotion Acoustic cues Emotion Acoustic cues
Sadness slow mean tempo Anger fast mean tempo

large timing variations small tempo variability
low sound level high sound level
legato articulation staccato articulation
small articulation variability spectral noise
soft duration contrasts sharp duration contrasts
dull timbre sharp timbre
slow tone attacks abrupt tone attacks
flat micro-intonation accent on unstable notes
slow vibrato large vibrato extent
final ritardando no ritardando

Happiness fast mean tempo rising micro-intonation
small tempo variability fast tone attacks
small timing variations bright timbre
high sound level sharp duration contrasts
little sound level variability staccato articulation
large articulation variability
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be classified as “sad”, while it will be classified as “happy” if the performance
is characterized by a more staccato articulation, louder sound level, and faster
tempo.

For the purpose of the present work, a real time version of CUEX based
on pd is used. CUEX analyzes an input audio signal (a sound file or an audio
stream) and provides the acoustic cues in output. A second pd patch takes
these cues in input and maps them into emotions. In a recent application called
the “ExpressiBall” both cues and emotions are visualized using a 3-dimensional
object moving on the computer screen [24]. The object, a ball, changes position,
size, and shape according to the acoustic cues, while the colour corresponds to
the current emotion 1 [25]. The main idea of ExpressiBall is to provide music
students with non-verbal and informative feedback while they practice to play
with expressivity.

A recent review of 104 studies of vocal expression and 41 studies of music
performance [1] reveals strong similarities between the two channels (voice and
music performance) in the use of acoustic cues for communicating emotions.
This could explain why listeners perceive music expressing emotions. This result
opens for the experiment in the present work, i.e. to provide visual feedback to
music performance by means of an expressive agent.

Fig. 1. The ExpressiBall: graphical interface for real-time feedback of expressive music
performance. Dimensions used in the interface are: X = tempo, Y =sound pressure
level, Z =spectrum (attack time & spectrum energy), Shape = articulation, Colour =
emotion. Left figure shows the feedback for a sad performance. Right figure shows the
feedback for an angry performance.

4 Real-Time FeedBack Agent

In this section we describe the virtual agent system we use as visual feedback
for the acoustic cues extraction system CUEX. Our agent system, Greta, is an
embodied representation of a virtual human able to communicate verbal and
non-verbal behaviors (such as facial expressions, gaze, head movement) [26].
Based on theoretical studies [27, 28], we have developed a set of modifiers that
modulates movement quality of a specific behavior [12]. We refer to the manner of
behavioral execution with the term expressivity (see section 4.1 for a description
of our set of modifiers).
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The agent system linked to CUEX ought to provide continuous feedback to the
user; it needs to produce animation in real-time where the animation parameters
vary depending on the acoustic cues (see section 3). A schematic representation
of our system is given in figure 2.

Fig. 2. The Greta’s architecture

For the current application, the animation of the agent is controlled by spec-
ifying which signals to perform. These signals are dynamically altered by a set
of expressivity parameters (see 4.1). Examples of signals are:

– move head : the agent changes head direction. A new target orientation for
the head (corresponding to a given rotation around the x and/or y axis) is
specified. The head reaches it and finally turns back to its original position;

– blink : the agent performs an eye blink;
– assume expression (e): the agent shows the specified facial expression e.

To avoid a frozen agent during idle time, a function generates Perlin Noise
[29] for the head orientation. This function is also applied to the head orientation
during activity intervals creating slightly changed positions.

The Greta system calculates on-the-fly the appearance of the agent’s face
at given time. Concurrently it decides if any of the possible signals has to be
performed or not. It also instantiates eye blinks. The action of performing eye
blink is needed to simulate the biological need of keeping the eye wet. This kind of
blinks appears every 4.8 seconds in average [30]. But this temporal characteristics
varies depending on the actual emotion. For example the frequency of execution
of blinks will decrease for emotions like sadness while it will increase during
anxiety [31].

4.1 Greta’s Expressivity

The Greta’s behavior expressivity is parameterized by a set of dimensions of
expressivity [12]. They modify the animation of the agent qualitatively. The 6
dimensions are:

– Overall activation: amount of activity (e.g., passive / static or animated /
engaged), number of movements per time (head movement, gesture).
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– Spatial extent : amplitude of movements (e.g., amplitude of raised eyebrow
and head rotation). This parameter is somehow linked to the quantity of
muscular contraction. It also increases/decreases the amplitude of head ro-
tations.

– Temporal extent : duration of movements (e.g., quick versus sustained ac-
tions). Low values produce movements that last very shortly (e.g., the
head quickly returns to the rest position) while higher values produce
longer ones (e.g., the head remains rotated for some longer time, then it
returns).

– Fluidity: smoothness and continuity of movement (e.g., smooth, graceful ver-
sus sudden, jerky). This parameter acts on the continuity between consec-
utive facial expressions and head movements. Figure 3 shows two examples
of different settings for the fluidity parameter.

– Power : dynamic properties of the movement (e.g., weak / relaxed versus
strong / tense). Higher / lower values increases / decreases the acceleration
of movements, making movements become more or less powerful. Figure 4
shows some examples of curves with different tensions.

– Repetitivity: this factor allows one to repeat the same expression several time
in a row.

Fig. 3. Fluidity variation: left diagram represents normal fluidity, right diagram rep-
resents low fluidity for the same behavior

Fig. 4. Tension variation: left diagram represents low tension, right diagram represents
high tension for the same keypoint animation with the presence of overshooting before
the reaching of the fist keyframe
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5 The Music2Greta FeedBack System

The music feedback system uses an agent as visual representation of the commu-
nicated music expression. It has been realized by interfacing the output of the
acoustic features extraction system CUEX described in section 3 with the input
of the Greta system described in section 4. In the next section we describe the
structure of the system and the mapping between acoustic features and expres-
sivity parameters. Figure 6 is an example of a possible sequence of animation
frames produced by the system.

As shown in figure 5 our Music2Greta system is composed by the CUEX sys-
tem and the Greta agent that communicate through a TCP/IP socket. Acoustic
cues resulting from the CUEX elaboration are transmitted to Greta in real-time.
The Mapping module receives them and calculates (see next section) the values
to assign to the Greta’s expressivity parameters.

What we are focusing on here is the Mapping module in figure 5. Table 2
sumarizes the correspondences we implemented inside this module.

Fig. 5. Music2Greta architecture

Table 2. Parameters correspondence between CUEX and Greta

CUEX Greta
1. Emotional intention Face expression
2. Emotional intention All parameters
3. Volume Spatial & Power
4. Tempo Temporal & Overall activation
5. Articulation Fluidity
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Fig. 6. This sequence shows an example of the output of the Music2Greta feedback
system. From left to right and top to bottom we can see the agent rotating her head to
look up-left. Then the expression changes from joy to sadness while the head rotates
down-right.

As shown in lines 1 and 2 the emotional intention affects both the emotion
shown by the agent and its expressive parameters (that is the way the agent will
modulate its behavior). Then there is a correspondence between the acoustic cues
extracted by CUEX and the agent’s expressivity parameters. The next sections
focus on each of these correspondences.

5.1 Emotion Intention to Facial Expressions

At every system clock, the CUEX system determines to which emotion the music
corresponds to: happiness, anger, or sadness. The emotion with the highest value
is selected. This information directly influences the emotion shown by the agent
by the execution of an assumed expression signal. A representation of the emo-
tion is retrieved from the face expression library of the agent and applied to the
graphical representation of the face. The expression is hold until the perceived
emotive content changes and another intended emotion is sent to Greta system.
Information on emotional content also affects the way in which the agent blinks
(for example, high emotive emotions like anger will increase the frequency of
blink; sadness will decrease them).

5.2 Emotion Intention to Expressivity Parameters

Many research work focused on the influences that emotions have on the physical
behavior of humans, not only on the the facial expression. Boone & Cunningham
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[32] observed how children perceive emotion in expressive body movements and
highlighted that for example slow movements are usually recognized by adults
as a sadness emotional state. Abrillian et al. [33] analyzed multimodal behavior
from a video corpus made of TV clips with emotive content. Wallbott studies
[27] on non-verbal communication of acted emotions revealed that for example
hot anger emotion causes an increasing of movement activity/expansivity and
movement power/energy; elated joy .... and sadness ...

In the Greta2Music system, we apply similar mapping between emotions and
expressivity parameters as reported in Wallbott [27]:

– Anger: agent’s face becomes reddish and head moves towards the user. Eye
blink frequency increases [31]. Temporal, spatial, power parameters are in-
creased and fluidity is decreased. The result of these modifications is that
the head’s animation looks faster, more wide and less smooth.

– Sadness : agent’s face becomes pale, head moves backward and looks mainly
downwards. Eye blink frequency decreases [31]. Temporal, spatial, power
parameters are decreased and fluidity is increased. That is the head’s ani-
mation appears to be slower, less wide and more smooth.

– Joy: head looks towards the user and spatial, power and fluidity parameters
are increased. So the head’s animation results in a more wide, energetic and
fluid movement.

5.3 From Acoustic Cues to Expressivity Parameters

The mapping from acoustic cues to expressivity parameters is inspired by re-
sults of a recent study on musician gestures in emotional expressive perfor-
mance [34][35]. Dahl and Friberg found that musicians’ body movements are
correlated with their emotional intention. In particular viewers could recognize
the emotional intentions just by watching video recordings of performing musi-
cians without listening to the audio channel. The observed main characteristics
of musicians’ body movements for four emotional intentions were:

– Happy: normal movements, normal fluency, normal speed, and normal overall
amount of movement

– Angry: irregular movements, jerky fluency, fast speed, and larger overall
amount of movement

– Sad : more regular movements, smooth fluency, slow speed, and smaller over-
all amount of movement

– Fearful : irregular movements, jerky fluency, fast speed, and smaller overall
amount of movement

Keeping in mind these observations as starting point, the extracted acoustic
cues, namely sound level, tempo and articulation, are linearly mapped into the
corresponding expressivity parameters using simple scaling to adapt their ranges
of variation:

– Volume: the current sound level of the music performance is linearly mapped
into the Spatial and Power expressivity parameters. E.g., it will influence
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the degree of rotation of head movements as well as their acceleration and
quantity of overshooting.

– Tempo: it represents the speed of the musical performance and influences
the Temporal and Overall activation expressivity parameters. The first ef-
fect will be to vary the duration of head movements, the second will be to
increase/decrease the frequency of head movements.

– Articulation: it reflects the style and the quantity of the articulation in the
music performance, i.e. the amount of staccato or legato. It will vary the
fluidity dimension. For example it will act on the continuity of the head
movements making them less continuous and less co-articulated as the ar-
ticulation becomes more staccato.

6 Conclusions

In this paper we have presented a system that provides real-time expressive visual
feedback of music performance. As the music expressivity changes the facial
expressions and the quality of movement of the agent get modified accordingly.

We aim at evaluating the system to test if the perception of expressive vari-
ations in music performance is enhanced using the agent as visual feedback. We
are also interested in looking at what happens when there is a mismatch between
musical quality and facial expression and behavior of the agent.

Further improvements to the system are also foreseen. The computation of
the intermediate expression between 2 emotions will provide more consistent re-
sults by implementing the emotion representation along the activation-evaluation
space, based on the work of [36]. The interpolation between 2 emotions will cor-
respond to a curve in space where each point in space may correspond to an
emotion for which a facial expression can be computed [37].
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